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INTRODUCTION
The results of this thesis center around the idea 
of metric density and its relation to approximate limits. 
The concept of metric density and approximate limits 
originated in approximately 1915? and is due largely to 
Denjoy. The ideas and theorems in this thesis have been 
developed for Euclidean n-space, for the most part, by 
Denjoy, de la Vail e'è Poussin , and Klintchine.
In chapter I, R will denote a metric space, with 
metric ^ , S will be a subset of R, x^ will be a limit 
point of S , and f will denote a real-valued function with 
domain S. In this chapter we define lim inf f(x) and
X
lim sup f(x), the limit inferior and limit superior of 
X -*Xo
f at x ^ , and develop properties of these concepts.
In chapter II, it is further assumed that R is a 
measure space, with a measure m defined on a o-algebra . 
It is further assumed that R , as a metric space, is sepa­
rable and dense - in - itself. (Further assumptions are 
listed in chapter II.) If x^eR, and if Sz ? we define 
RgC^o) and U^Cx^), the lower and upper metric densities 
of S at x^. If these are equal, we say that the metric 
density of S exists at x ^ , and the common value is denoted 
t>y Dg(x^). If Dg(x^) = 1, x^ is called a point of density 
of S, and if D^Cx^) = 0, x^ is called a point of dispersion
1
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of S. Properties of upper and lower metric density 
and metric density are established.
If Se 5^, if f is a measurable real-valued 
function with domain S, and if is not a point of dis­
persion of S, we define lim ap inf f(x) and
DC DC,,
lim ap sup f(x), the approximate limit inferior and
DC
limit superior of f at x ^ . If these are equal, we
say that the approximate limit of f exists at x , and
we denote the common value by lim ap f(x). If x
X  - > X o
is in S and is a point of dispersion of S, we say that 
f(x) is approximately continuous at x ^ . If x^ is in S 
and is not a point of dispersion of S, we say f(x) is 
approximately continuous at x in case lim ap f(x) = f(x )
X  ^  °o
In Chapter II, similarities between approximate 
limits and ordinary limits, approximate continuity and 
ordinary continuity, and approximate derivatives and 
ordinary derivatives are discussed. It will also be 
pointed out where these concepts differ. Interspersed 
in this chapter are many examples illustrating the afore 
mentioned concepts.
Chapter III will be devoted to proving analogues 
of the classical Vitali and Lebesgue density theorems.
These theorems will be proved for the measure space R, 
and it will again be assumed that R, as a metric space, is
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separable and dense - in - itself. Also S will again 
denote a measurable subset of R, and f will denote a 
measurable real-valued function witb domain S.
In the thesis we will often use braces, {_ 3 ,
to indicate sets. In most cases, lower case Latin letters 
are used to indicate points and upper case Latin letters 
are used to indicate sets. Script letters are often used 
to denote collections of sets. We will also frequently 
encounter the following sets:
N*(p,ô) = (xIxeR, Ç (p,x) < &3 - {p} ;
N(p,6) = {xtxeE, ̂ (p,x) < 6} ; and
Q(p,6) = (xlxeR, ̂ (p,x) < 6}
Also we frequently use (a,b) to denote {xla < x < b }
and [a,b] to denote {xI a <. x £  b} ; Ca,b) and (a,b] are 
defined in the obvious manner.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
CHAPTER I 
Section 1
In this chapter it is recalled that R is a metric 
space, S is a subset of R, f is a real-valued function de­
fined on S, and is a limit point of S.
Definition 1-1. We define the limit superior of
f at the point x , written lim sup f(x), to be
X  ^ X o
lim sup f(x) = g.l.b. l.u.b. f(x)
X x^ £>0 xeSUH*(x^,e)
where the g.l.b. is taken with respect to all e>0 and
N-*(x^,e) is a deleted open spherical e - neighborhood of
x^. Similarly we define limit inferior of f at x to be
lim inf f(x) = l.u.b. g.l.b. f(x)
X -> x^ £>0 xeSnN*(x^,£)
Let A(£) = l.u.b. f(x)
x£SnN*(x^,£)
and
B(e) = g.l.b. f(x) . 
x£SnN*(x^,£)
An immediate consequence of definition 1-1 is
lim inf f(x) lim sup f(x).
Suppose this were not the case. Suppose
C = l.u.b. B(s) > g.l.b. A(s) = D. 
e>0 £>0
C+DSince D < —^  < C, there exists £^ > 0, £2 > 0, such that 
and A(£2 ) < • Let £^ = min(e^,£2);
^3 S. < ^2 . B(G) is a decreasing function of e.
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so that B(e^) < B(ej). On the other hand, A(..) is an in­
creasing function of e, so that A(62) 2  Now since
A(e^) 2  B(sj), we have A(s2^ 2  G] ) , ^ contradiction.
Therefore lim inf f(x) lim sup f(x).
X Xq X ^
Before going to the first theorem, let us remark
upon the extended real number system. This system consists
of the real numbers and the two entities + go and - oo
which have the following properties:
1) - 00 < + 00 ;
2) if x eE^ , then - oo < x < + cx> ; and-
5) if xeE , X + (+Go) = + o o + x  = + Go and
X + ( - C 3d) = - c d + x  = -oo.
Theorem 1-1. lim sup f(x) = + go if and only if
X X
for all E > 0 and for all real M, there exists an Xp such
that X ĵ eN*(x ^ ,e ) ns and f(x^) > M.
Proof: To prove the sufficiency, suppose M is
given and for each e > 0 there exists an Xj^eSnN*(x^,e )
such that f(x^) > M. Suppose e^> 0. A(e^) > M. But
this is true for every M, hence A(s^) = + go . But was
arbitrary, therefore g.l.b. A(e ) = lim sup f(x) = + 00 .
E>0 X -> Xo
For the necessity, suppose M is real, e > 0 , and 
lim sup f(x) = + GO . Then A(e-,) = + oo for every e
which implies for any e > 0 and for any real M, there 
exists an x^eN*(x^,e)ns such that f(x^) > M.
Example 1—1. Let E = S = reals. Define
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f(x) = if X / 0 ,
[o if X = 0 .
Then lim sup f(x) = + œ  . Suppose e > 0 and M is real.
X -> 0
We may suppose M > 0. Let 6 = min(e,^) . Let x̂  ̂ = /2. 
Then x^sN*(0,6) c SnN*(0,e) and f(x^)  ̂ = |. > 2 M > M ,
so lim sup f (x) = + 00 .
X -> 0
A similar result may be proven with regard to 
limit inferior, namely
Theorem 1-2. lim inf f(x) = - oo if and only if
X -> x ô
for all e > 0 and for all real M, there exists an 
x^G N*'(x^,e)nS such that f(x^) < M.
Proof: Suppose M is real and for every e > 0
there exists an Xjj^eN*(x^ ,e) flS such that f(x^) < M.
Suppose e^> 0. Then B(G^^) < M. But this is true for 
every M, hence B(g^) = - œ  - Further for any e > 0,
B(g) = - 00 . Therefore lim inf f(x) = - oo .
Conversely, suppose lim inf f(x) = - oo . Then
X -> x_o
B(g) = - 00 for every g  > 0 , i.e., g.l.b. f(x) = - oo,
xeSnN^(x^,G)
hence for any g > 0 there exists x^sN*(x^, e) flS such that 
f (Xĝ ) < M ,
It is clear that the statement and proof of 
theorem 1-2 is analogous to that of theorem 1-1 ; hence­
forth theorems and proofs will be given for limit superior 
only.
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Tlieorem 1-3. lim sup f (x) = - cd 11 and only if
X X
for every real M there exists an e > 0 such that if
x^eir*(x^ ,e) nS , then f (x̂ )̂ < M.
Proof: To prove the sufficiency suppose M is real
and there exists e > 0 such that if x^sN*(x^, e) flS, then
f(x^) < M. x^ is arbitrary, so g.l.b. A(e) <_ A(e) ^  M.
£>0
However, M is arbitrary; thus lim sup f(x) =  -  od.
On the other hand suppose lim sup f(x) = - cd.
][ 3:o
Suppose M is real. Then g.l.b. A(e) < M. This implies£>0
there exists e^> 0 such that A(s^) < M, i.e., if
x^eN*(x^,s)ns, then f(x^) < M.
Theorem 1-4. Suppose L is real. lim sup f(x) = L
X
if and only if the following two properties are satisfied 
for all £ > 0 :
(1) f(x) < L + e for all x in some neighborhood 
N*(x^,6)nS; and
(2) f(x) > L - £ for some x in every neighborhood 
N*(x^,6)nS.
Proof: Suppose £ > 0 and properties (1) and (2)
are satisfied. By (l), f(x) < L + e for all x in some
N*(x ,6)ns, hence A(6) < L + e. Thus g.l.b. A(ô) < L + e
5>0 ■"
for all £ > 0 and hence lim sup f(x) < L. Applying
3:
condition (2) we have A(6) ^  L - e for every 6 > 0, i.e. 
L - £ is a lower bound for A(ô) for all 6 . Therefore
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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g.l.b. A(ô) > L - e ; however e > 0 is arbitrary, so 
6>0
lim sup f(x) ^  L. This last inequality combined with
X ->Xo
the above gives us a sufficient condition for ..lim sup f(x)
x x^
To prove the necessity, rather than suppose
lim sup f(x) ^  L, consider lim sup f(x) ^  L and 
X Xq 3: -3» 3:()
lim sup f(x) L separately. If lim sup f (x) ^  L,
X Xq X x ^
then for all 6 > 0 there exists an x in each
N*(x ,6)nS such that f(x) > L - e since lim sup f(x)
X -»Xo
= g.l.b. A(6) . This is precisely condition (2). Now 
suppose lim sup f(x) < L, i.e., g.l.b. A(6) < L < L + e.
X -> Xq 6>0
But this means L + e is not a lower bound for all A(6); 
thus there exists 6^ > 0 such that A(ô^) < L + e. Hence 
for all X in N*(x^,&^)nS, f(x) < L + e, v^hich is condition 
(1).
In proving theorem 1-4 we have actually established
a somewhat stronger theorem, namely
Theorem 1-5 * lim sup f(x) < L if and only if
X ->Xo
for all e > 0 there exists a neighborhood N*(x^,6) such
that for all xeN*(x^,6)ns, f(x) < L + e ; and,
lim sup f(x) L if and only if for all e > 0, 6 > 0,
X ^ X o
there exists x^eN*(x^,6)OS such that f(x^) > L - e.
Example 1-2. Let R = S = reals. Show
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lim sup cos —  = 1. Suppose e > 0. Clearly condition
X ->0 ^
(1) of theorem 1-4- is satisfied, since cos ^  < 1+e for all
xe E*(0,6), if 6 > 0. On the other hand if ô > 0, then
there exists a positive integer N such if n > N, then
'2"̂’̂  < & Î i.e., ^ N*(0,6) , and
1
cos = C O S  2m% = 1 > 1-e and condition (2) of theorem
1-4- is satisfied. . . lim sup cos ^  = 1.
X 0
Section II
Before considering further results let us recall
the following definition.
Definition 1-2. Suppose {x^] is a sequence of
points in E . Then lim x = x if and only if for all
n ->00 ^
e > 0 there exists N such that if n > N, then ^ (x^,x) < e
If ^x^j is a sequence of extended real numbers
we define lim x = -t- oo (- oo) if and only if for every real
n -> OD ̂
M there exists N such that if n > N , then x^ > M (x^ < M).
In this section we will discuss some theorems on
limit superior and limit inferior in relation to sequences. 
Theorem 1-6. lim sup f(x) = + oo if and only if
X  - >  X o
there exists {x^J with , x^ / x ^ , lim x = x^ and
n -> 00
lim f(x ) = + 00. 
n -> 00 ^
Proof : Suppose there exists {x^j with x^sS,
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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X & X , lim x„ = x^ and lim f(x ) = + æ. Suppose M 
“ ° X -> CD ^ ° n ^ o o  ^
is real. Since lim f(x ) == + oD, there exists N such that
n OD ^
if n > N, then f(x^) > M. Further, for every 6 > 0 there 
exists P such that if m > P, then x^sIT*(x^,6)flS. Let 
m > max(N,P). Then f(x^) > M. Therefore by theorem 1-1, 
lim sup f(x) = + OD.
On the other hand suppose lim sup f(x) = + cn.
X
Again using theorem 1-1, we know that for all Ô > 0, for 
all real M, there exists x^eN*(x^,6)DS such that f(x^) > M. 
Let 6^̂ = 1, M = 1; there exists x^sN*(x^, l) nS such that 
f(x^) > 1. Let &2 = M = 2; there exists X2sN*(x^ ,-̂ ) flS 
such that f(xp) > 2 .  In general let M = n; therec. H. H
exists x^eN*(x^,i)ns such that f(x^) > n.
In this manner we obtain a sequence ^x^^ such 
that X eS, x 4= x and lim x = x . Also we see if n > M,
^ ° X - » O D ^  °
then f(x ) > n > M so that lim f (x ) = + od.
n 00 ^
For an illustration of this theorem, refer to 
example 1-1 and let the sequence be •
Theorem 1-7* lim sup f(x) = - oo if and only if 
for all fx 1 such that x eS, x & x and lim x^ = x ,' XI n o  n 00 ̂  °
lim f (%: ) = - OD. 
n ^  00 ^
Proof: The proof of the sufficiency will be by
contradiction. Suppose
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lim sup f(x) = L, L ^ - CE>.
X  - > X q
We want to show that there exists £^^3 that
lim = ^ o ’ ^  ^o does not converge to ~ an -> CD
If L = + OD, then by theorem 1-6 there exists
such that lim x_ = , x„ ̂ x , and lim f (x ) = + oo.
n ^ C D ^  ° ^ ° n -> 00 ^
Thus suppose L is real. Suppose 6 > 0. By theorem 1-^,
for every 6 > 0 there exists x^^eN^Cx^,ô)flS such that
f(x^) > L - 1. Consider those 6 's of the form i. For
every n there exists x^eN*(x^,i)ns such that f(x^)> L - 1 .
Thus we have a sequence Cx_l such that lim x_ »= x „ ,
 ̂ n ^00 ^ °
x^ / x^. However f(x^) does not converge to - oo, a 
contradiction.
For the necessity suppose lim sup f(x) = - go,
= ->:%o
S X 1 , zKLcZS, X / X and lim x = x . Let M be real.Liij n n o n -> 00
M is not a lower bound for A(6) for all Ô, therefore there 
exists 6^ > 0 such that A(&^) < M, If xeN^Cx^,6^)nS, 
then f(x) < M. There exists N such that if n > N, then 
Ç (x^,x^) < 6^, x^eS. Therefore if n > N it follows that 
f(x^) < M and the proof is complete.
Theorem 1-8. lim sup f(x) = L if and only if
X  - > X o
(1) there exists ( x 1 such that x eS, x / x ,L ÜJ XX XX o
lim X = X and lim f(x ) = L ; and 
n -> 00 ^ ° n -> 00 ^
(2) for every sequence for which x^eS, x^ x ^ ,
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lim X = X and for which (x^)} converges,
n OD ^
then lim f(x„) < L. 
n -»oo -
Proof: Condition (l) implies lim sup f(x) > L.
X  ^ X q
Since lim x = x , all but a finite number of terms of
n °
£ x̂ J. are in N^l^(x^,ô) for every Ô > 0. Suppose e > 0.
Then there exists n such that x^eN*(x^ ,ô)flS and
f(x ) > L - e, since lim f(x ) = L. Therefore A(6) 2  ^ 
^ n ^  OD
and lim sup f(x) = g.l.b. A(6) ^ L .
X Xq 6>0
On the other hand condition (2) implies
lim sup f(x) <_ L. Suppose this were not the case, i.e.,
X  ^ X q
lim sup f(x) = Q > L .  A(6) > Q  for all 6 . Q + ~  is
X  x „  ^o
not a lower bound for all the A(6)'s, so there exists
6 such that Q < A(ô^) < Q + i  . We may supposen —  n n n n
for if not, then there exists a &' such that 6 ' < —  and
A(ô') _< A(ô^) Q + (Note that A(6) is an increasing
function). Thus f(x) < Q + ^  for all xeN*(x^ ,&^)flS.
A(ô^) > Q ~ therefore there exists x^eN^(x^,6^)OS such
that f (x^) > Q - Now
If(x^) - QI < ^
and further ^ ^^o’̂ n^ ^ We obtain a sequence ^ x ^
with X / X , lim x = x and lim f(x^) = Q > L, a
II (I) " n -> OD ^
contradiction to condition (2). . . lim sup f(x) < L
X  X o
as claimed and hence lim sup f(x) = L.
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To prove the necessity, let us suppose
lim sup f(x) = L. By theorem 1-4- there exists 6 '^»
X ^ X o
0 < 5'n —  n that if xeN*(x^,6 '̂ )ns, then f(x) < L +
Also by theorem 1-4-, for each 6 > 0, e > 0, there exists
xsN*(x^,6) such that f(x) > L - e. In particular, for
6 <̂_ 1 , e = 1 , there exists x^GN*^(x^,6^ ) (18 such that
f(x^) > L - 1; for ^2 —  ^ “ è ’ there exists
X2sN*(x^, ôg) nS such that f (X2) > L - and in general
for 6„ < ^, e = -è-, there exists x„eN*(x„ ,€)^)nS such that n —  n n ' n o' n
f(x^) > L - Thus there exists a sequence !^x^ ̂  ,
lim x^ = x^, x^ x^, x^sS and lim f(x^) = L, so con­
dition (1) holds.
To show condition (2) is implied, suppose ^x^"^
is such that lim x„ = x ^ , x„ x ^ , x^eS and rfCx^)^n (D ̂  o ’ n o ’ n 1 n j
converges. Suppose lim sup f(x) <_ L, i.e.,
g.l.b, A(6) < L < L + e. Then there exists a 6 ’ > 0  such 6>0 * “
that A(Ô') < L + e and f(x) < L + e for all xeN*(x^,6 *)ns.
There exists N such that if n > N, x^eN*(x^ ,6')nS. But
then f(x^) < L + e. Therefore if £f(x^)^ converges,
lim f(x ) < L as we wanted to show,n -> OD ^ ”
As in the case of theorem 1-4-, we have proved a
stronger theorem in the proof of theorem 1-8 , namely
Theorem 1-9. lim sup f(x) < L if and only if
X -^Xo
condition (2) in theorem 1-8 holds ; and lim sup f(x) ^  L
X x„o
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if and only if there exists ^x^j. with x^sS such that
lim X = X , x ^  X , and lim f(x ) = Q > L. 
n -> OD ̂  ^ ^ ° n - » C D ^
Section III
Definition 1-5. Suppose y is real. Define 
C(y) = {xlxeS, f(x) > y} and 
D(y) = (xlxeS, f(x) < y} .
Definition 1-4. Define 
G(Xq ) = î̂ yly is real, x^eE and x^ is a limit point of CCy)}-- 
Similarly define
P(x^) = ^yly is real, x ^eR and x^ is a limit point of D(y)} .
Theorem 1-10, If y^ < y2 , then C(y2) «= C(y^) and 
D(y^) c D(y2) .
Proof: If xeC(y2) , then f(x) > y2 > ’ therefore
xeC(y^). If xeD(yj^) , then f(x) < yQ_ < 72’ xeD(y2) .
Theorem 1-11, If y^ < y2 and y2sG(x^), then y.eG(x ) 
Proof: If y2sG(x^), then x^ is a limit point of 
(3(zF;)) . But by theorem 1-10, C(y2 ) <= C(y^). Therefore x^ 
is a limit point of C(y^), i.e., y^eG(x^).
A similar result can be established for P(x^).
It follows readily from theorem 1-11 that G(x^) is 
characterized as exactly as one of the following:
(1) the set of all reals;
(2) & ;
(5) (- CD, r), r real;
(4) (- 00, r] , r real.
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Theorent 1-12. lim sup f(x) = l.u.b. G(x ).
X
Proof: Let H = l.u.b. G(x^). Suppose e > 0. H
is the least upper bound of G(x^), so H-e is not an upper
bound. There exists k such that H -e < k and keG(x^).
By theorem 1-11, (H-e)eG(x^) and thus x^ is a limit point 
of C(H-e). C(H-e)nN*(x^,6)n is not empty for all 6>0, 
so there exists Xj^eC(H-g) nN*(x^ ,6) . Now Xj^sN*(x^ ,6) 08, 
and f(x-, ) > H-e, therefore, by theorem 1-5, lim sup f(x) >
X -> X
On the other hand, since H is an upper bound for
G(x^) , (H + 2-)èG(x^) and x^ is not a limit point of C(H +
Thus there exists a neighborhood N*(x^,ô) such that
G(H + -^)nN*(x^,6) = d). Thus if xeN*(x^ ,6)08, then
f(x) <^H + "2 < H + e. Appealing to theorem 1-5 again we
see that lim sup f(x) ^  H. Combining this result with 
X  - > X o
the above, we get lim sup f(x) = H.
X -> x_
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CHAPTER II 
Section I
Definition 2-1. Suppose E is any set and ^  is 
any o-algebra of subsets of R. Let m be a countably 
additive, non-negative extended real-valued function de­
fined on the sets of , i.e., let m be a measure on • 
Then we say that R, ^  , and m form a measure space.
In this chapter and the following chapter we will 
be working with a particular kind of measure space ; R will 
be a separable, dense-in-itself metric space and ^  will 
be a o-algebra of subsets of R such that if x^sR, e>0, 
then N(x^,e), an open spherical neighborhood of x ^ , is a 
set of . S will denote a fixed measurable subset of R. 
Two additional assumptions which are made is first that 
if e> 0 , x^eR, then 0 < m(I^^,e)) < + oo, and second, 
m( ^x^j ) = 0. It is immediately seen that m((t)) = 0, - 
since m(N!?c^,e)) = m(N(x^,e)U(b) = m(N(x^,e)) + m((b) . It
is also seen that li^m(N(x^ ,s)) = 0 , which follows from
E > 0the well known result in measure theory , that if
^A^j is a decreasing sequence of sets and m(Aj^) < + od
00for some k, then lim m(A ) = m(AA ).
n -> C30 ^ n=l^
When assumptions additional to those above are 
required, they will be explicitly stated.
We remark at this point on the requirement that 
R be separable and dense-in-itself. We assume this to
— 16—
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insure that spherical neighhorhoocLs do not reduce to points, 
in keeping with our requirement that m(N(x^,e)) > 0 , 
m( ) = 0. R separable implies that if G c= R , G open,
then Ge
Definition 2-2. Suppose R is a separable, dense- 
in-itself metric space and S is a measurable subset of R, 
i.e.. Se ôC • Then we define
0<6< A
peR
where the least upper bound is taken with respect to all 
6 > 0 and peR for which 6 < A and x^eR(p,&). Similarly we 
define
IsCXo, A) .
o<&< A
peR
Theorem 2-1 . lg(x^, X) < Ug(x^, X) for X >  0 .
Definition 2-5. We define
Ü (x ) = g.l.b. u (x , X), s o  ^ s o
where the greatest lower bound is taken with respect to 
all X > 0 , to be the upper metric density of S at the point 
x ^ . Analogously we define
to be the lower metric density of 8 at the point x^.
Since SnN(p ,5)ciT(p ,6) , 
m(SnW(p,ô)) £ m ( N ( p , 6)) 4= 0, and
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° 1  “mfS^p^èyp’ i
from which it follows that 0 < 1 (x , )  < 1 and•— fc> U
0 < u  (x , A ) ^ 1 *  Also as a direct consequence we get
0 < Lg(x^) < 1 and 0 £  Ug(x^) < 1 .
Theorem 2-2. If A^_ < A 2 ’ then
i.e., u is an increasing function of A and 1„ is a de­
creasing function of A  ,
Theorem 2-3. If ô > 0, ^ > 0, then
Proof: Suppose a > 0 such that 6 > a, ^ > a.
Then hy theorem 2-2,
1 5  UgCx^.a) < Ug(Xg, y ).
Corollary. 0 < hg(x^) £  Ug(x^) < 1.
Definition 2-4. The metric density of S is said 
to exist at a point x^ provided L^Cx^) = and we use
D (x ) to denote the common value in case L (x^) = U (x^).S O  5 0 8 0
Dg(x^) is called the metric density of S at x^.
Theorem 2-4. Suppose k is a real number. Then 
Us(Xo) £  k if and only if for all e > O, and all A  > 0 , 
there exists Ô > 0 and psR such that 6 < A , x^eN(p,ô),
Proof: Suppose e > 0. tTg(x^) £  k implies k is
a lower bound for u^(x^, A ) for all A >  0 . But
^s^^o’ A) = ^
X q EN(p ,ô )
0<6< A
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implies there exists 6 ' > 0  and peR such that Ô' < A , 
x„eN(p ,&'), and •
On the other hand, suppose for all e > 0 and for 
all A > 0, there exists 6 > 0 and peR such that ô < A , 
x^eK(p,ô) and  J > ^-e. Then
x J n (p ,&)
0<6< A
but e > 0 is arbitrary, therefore , A ) _> k. But,
further, A > 0 is arbitrary, so g.l.b.u (x_, A) = U (x_) > k^ >0 s o s o —
Theorem 2-5. Suppose k is real. _< k if and
only if for all e > o, there exists A ' > 0 such that if
m(8 nM(p,6))0 < Ô < A*, peR, XQeK(p,ô), then  < k+e.
Proof: Suppose e > 0 sind U^(x^) ^  k. Then
g.l.b.u (x^, A ) < k < k  + e, so k+e is not a lower bound A>0 ^ ° ”
for all , A). Hence there exists A' > 0  such that
, A') < k+e which implies l.u.b.  ̂̂ k+e.
x J n ( p , 6)
0<6< A'
But this implies < k+e for all Ô and all peR
such that 0 < 6 < A* and x^eN(p,6).
Conversely, suppose for all e>0 there exists 
A' > 0 such that if 0 < 6 < A', peR, x eN(p,6), then 
< k+s. Then
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x^eN(p,6)
0<6< À'
Therefore U^(x„) = g.l.b. u (x , A) < k+e. But e>0 ^ ° A >0 ^ °
is arbitrary, therefore Ug(x^) ^  k.
Theorem 2-6. Suppose k is real. Then L^(x^) 2  ^
if and only if for all e > 0 there exists A' > 0  such
that if 0 < 6 < A' , peE, x^eE(p ,6), then ^ k-e.
The proof is similar to that of theorem 2-5 and will 
be omitted.
Theorem 2-7. Suppose k is real. Then L^(x^) < k
if and only if for all e > 0 and for all A > 0 , there 
exists & > 0 and peR such that 6 < A , x^eN(p,6) and
-SSSiF <
Again the proof will be omitted since it is similar 
to that of theorem 2-4. With the aid of theorems 2-5 and
2-6 we get the following theorem.
Theorem 2-8. The metric density of S exists at 
x^ and is equal to k if and only if for all e > 0 there
exists A' > 0  such that if 0 < 6 < A ', peR, x^eN(p,ô),
then k-e < < k+e.
Before going on, consider the following three 
examples.
Example 2-1, Consider the metric space R to be 
Euclidean 1- space and let S = (0, + qd) . Let m be the 
usual Lebesgue measure. Let x^ = 0. Then as a consequence
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of theorem 2-4, u^CO, A ) = 1 for all A > 0 , and 11̂ (0) = 1 .
But on the other hand, hy theorem 2-7, 1^(0,A) = 0 for all
A > 0 , and hg(0) = 0 and hence the metric density of
(0 , + cd) does not exist at 0 .
Example 2-2. Let R be Euclidean l-spaçe, let
S = (-1,1), and let x^ = 0. Let m be Lebesgue measure.
As in the preceding example Ug(0) = 1, but also we find,
L^(0) = 1. Therefore D^(0) exists and is equal to one.s s
The next example is one in which the metric density
exists, but is not equal to 1 or 0. We will be more able
to appreciate the significance of this example after we 
have had the Lebesgue density theorem.
Before discussing this next example however, let 
us first establish the following
Lemma. Let p, r ^ O ,  q, s > 0, where ^  .
Proof: Suppose <L Then rq < ps implies
rq + rs < ps + rs and ^  . Similarly
rq + pq < ps + pq and ^  .
Example 2-3. Let R be Euclidean 1- space and m
ordinary Lebesgue measure. Let x_ = 0. Form S«=R in the
2° 2 2 -, 2
following way. Define S^ = ( — ^  ^  + ^) U (^ — ^  )
2 n-1 . 2 n -, -,
and in general ^  + kil p ’ ~ ^ * \Sl ~2 ~ "^2
^ 1 1 -n-2 n-1 -,
■ kSl -2 + F  kil 11=2 ,5 ,-
CD 2
Let S = Define intervals 1̂  ̂ = (0, ^ ) ,
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_2 n—1 -1
" kSl “2^’ ^ *
m(Sni^) 1 00 3_ 1
Now we observe p2^ = 2"
“ ~ œ  "
r?n ;?
for every n. We will use the intervals together with
theorem 2-8 to show Dg(O) = .
Denote the right hand endpoint of I by y ;
_2 n-l -, 00 , “
= '5“  “ rSl 7? = rin ° < ^n’
and lim y = 0 .  Suppose e > 0. Choose N such that 
n -> 00 ^
1 \ 1 1 1
N > — . Let A' = "^7-^ = *p=N * Consider any
Ô > 0 such that ô < A' . Let I = (p-6 , p+6) where
-6 < p < Ô so that Oel. Define I* = (p-6,0) and
I" = (0,p+ô). m(I) = m(I’) + m(I"). There exists n > N
such that < yn Now
m(sni’0 _ m(sni^) 1 ®  1 1 / 1 . ^  1 \
 ----- = 2" rSn ZZ = IZ (-1? + r=5+l________  n
®  1 GO
^ r=S-hl ^
= ■?(1
%
r=n+lr
+ e .
Note that ^  since
n n
r=n+l r
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b
Z -%r dx = lim dx = lim ( -
r=n+l r ^ x b -> cd x  b -> od ( n+1
1
=  ̂ < ̂  < I •
S X  X I
r=n+l r
At the same time, however, 1
mCsni'O . 1 =S 1 ^
- n " )  i  - m o ; ; —  = ?  r l + i  7
00 -, 
z
r=n r
1 1 1
?  ?  ?  ^ 1 /n 2\ ^ 1 1—  > ;— 2-2. :--- 2 > IT (1 - If) > 1? - S'
00
Z 1~~2r=n+l r
Thus we have ^  - e < —̂  < -̂  + e. A similar argument
shows ^  - G < 15 < + E. But these last two
inequalities, together with the lemma, give us
i  -  ̂< “m f l F  < &  + ^
whenever I is an open interval with radius less than A ' 
and Oel. Thus Dg(0) = -̂  .
Theorem 2-9. If R is a metric space and x^eR, 
then Dp^(x^) = 1 .
Proof: Suppose 6 > 0. Suppose x^eR(p,6).
RnN(p,ô) = N(p,ô), therefore
and it follows that ) = 1 «
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Theorem 2-10. If S is a measurable subset of R, 
xeE, then U (x) + L-_(x) = 1 and L (x) + (x) = 1.o C» o fa S
Further, if Dg(x) exists, then D^^(x) exists, and
Dg(x) + D^g(x) = 1.
Proof: Suppose peP. Then
N(p,ô) = (SniT(p,ô))u(<SSnN(p,&)). Since 
(SnU(p ,6)) n( (^SnN(p ,6) ) = d), we have
therefore
«"S(p,6)
0<6< A 0<6< A
x^eR(p,6))
0<6< X
XgGN(p,6)
0<6< X
Thus we have Ug(x^, A) = 1 - A)*
But U^(x^) = ^l^b. UgCx^, X) = g^.l^b. (l-ljg(x^. A))
= 1 ) = 1 - bgs(x^) .
Similarly Lg(x^) + Ü^^Cx^) = 1, since Ugg(x^) + g ) >
from the preceding result.
Theorem 2-11. For any peR, A >  0,
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Proof: Suppose peN(a,ô), 0 < 6 < yA • Then
As a further consequence we have Uj^y^Cp) :< U^(p) +^£(p)*
For suppose this were not the case, i.e.,
^ + ^g(p) ' Then there exists a > 0 such
that R.l.h.u A ||-d(p , A) - a > g.l.b.u. (p. A) + g.l.h.u^(p, A ) , A >0 A >0 A A >0 ^
and hence there exist X^, A 2 such that
g.l.b. u^ygCp, A) > u^(p, Aj_) + %(Pi.Ap) ' I'GtA^O
A * = min( A 2 , Ag) . Then
%yB(p, A*) > g^.l.b.u^^g(p, A ) > u^(p. A*) + Ug(p , A *) ,A >0
a contradiction.
Some further observations we are able to make are 
that if suid D^ygCx^) exist, then
^AUB^^o^ —  ^A^^o^ see this we need only
observe that
Further, under the same conditions,
^AUb C^o  ̂1  '
Theorem 2-12. Suppose A, Bb ̂  and ADB = 4).
Suppose D^(x^) and Dg(x^) exist and are equal to a and b
respectively. Then D^ygCx^) exists and is equal to a + b.
Proof: Suppose e > 0. Since D^(x^) = a, by
theorem 2-8 there exists > 0 such that if peE,
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x^eN(p,6), and 
0 < 6 < 1 then
a - ^
Similarly, since t , there exists > 0 such that
if peR, x^eN(p,6), and 0 < 6 < A g , then
^ < w f  .
Let A = min( A^î A 2) » Then if ô < A , we have 
(->=) - - <
Therefore by theorem 2-8, ” a+b.
Another useful result is the following
Theorem 2-1$. Suppose A,Be <̂ , AcB, and
D^CXq ) = a and Dg(x^) = b. Then Dg_^(x^) = b-a.
Proof: Since B = AU(B-A), we have
BnN(p,6) = (AnN(p,6))U((B-A)nN(p,ô)), and hence 
m(BnN(p.6)) m(AriN(p,6)) m( (B-JlnN(p ,6) )
 t m ^ ^ è n   - ■ m'cfcpts'n = —
Using theorem 2-8, we can find a A >  0 such that if 
0 < Ô < A , peE, x^eN(p,6), then
(b-a) - e < < (b-a) + e, and thus
Theorem 2-14. Suppose F,Be , S = PUB, and
FflB = d). Suppose Dg(x^) = k. Then T>p(x^) çxists and
Dp(2̂0 ) = k if and only if Rg(x^) exists and Dg(x^) = 0.
Proof: Suppose D-n,(x ) exists and Dt̂ (x ) = k.J? O JÎ o
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Since E = S-F and FcrS, “ ®F^^o^
= k-k = 0. Conversely, suppose Dg(x^) exists and Dg(x^) = 0. 
Since F = S-B and BcS, we have Dp(x^) =
= Eg ( Xq ) — D-g ( x^ ) = k — 0 = k.
At some point in the preceding discussion, one
might ask the following question : If D^(x^) exists and
Db (Xo ) exists, does it necessarily follow that 
exists? The answer, suprisingly enough, is no. To see 
that this is the case, let us appeal again to example 2-3,
Let A = 8 and define 
B = {x I xeA, X > 0} U {x I xe A , x < o} . Then we have 
Dj^(O) = ^  , Dg(0) = ^  . However, = 1 and
La u b ^O) = , so that the metric density of AUB does not
exist at 0.
Theorem 2-13. Every point is a point of dispersion
of 4).
Proof: If xeR , then Dg(x) = 1, and
Dg(x) + D^(x) = 1, so D^(x) = 0.
Theorem 2-16. If p is a point of dispersion of 
8, then p is a point of density of 8 and conversely.
Proof: This is a direct consequence of definition
2-5 and theorem 2-10.
In the remaining theorems of this section some 
properties of points of density and dispersion will be 
given in relation to unions, intersections, and inclusions 
of sets of ^  .
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Theorem 2-17. Suppose peE and A and B are sets 
of . If D^(p) = 0 and Dg(p) = 0, then = 0*
Proof: Suppose peR, A> 0. Then
+ ug(p, A).
Suppose e > 0. There exist > 0 and X 2 > 0 such that
Uj^(p, A 2̂) < f- and Ug(p, Ag) < ■§• Let = min , Ag . 
Recalling that Ug is an increasing function of A we have
^AUB^^’ A3) 1  n^(p, A3) +Ug(p, A3) < §  + §  = e. There­
fore L^^y^Cp) = ^.l.b. u^ygCp, A) < e . But e is arbitrary,
hence ^a u B^^^ ~ ^ and the conclusion is ^a u B^^^ = 0 as 
was desired.
Corollary. Suppose peR. If A^et^C and 
D..(p) = 0, i = 1,2,--- ,n, then B n (p) = 0.
iM]^i
Proof: The proof may be accomplished by induction,
Theorem 2-18. Suppose peR and A, Be . If
D^(p) = 1 and Bg(p) = 1, then ^a OB^P^ = 1*
Proof : If p is a point of density of both A and
B, then by theorem 2-16 p is a point of dispersion of both
A and By theorem 2-17, p is a point of dispersion
of (f AU C b = ^(AflB) . Applying theorem 2-16 again, we see
that p is a point of density of AdB, i.e., L^yg(p) = 1 «
Corollary. Suppose peR. If Â ê , and
La i Cp ) = 1, i = 1,2,---,n, then j^^(p) = 1.
i=l
Proof : The proof is by induction and is analogous
to the proof of the corollary of theorem 2-17.
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Consideration of the following example will show 
that theorem 2-17 does not hold for countably infinite 
unions. Suppose E is the set of all reals and suppose m 
is Lebesgue measure and peR. Define
OD
For each n, D^ (p) = 0; however = [p-1, p+1] - ^p}
^ 00 
and p is a point of density of ^Ug^A^.
Similarly if we define A^ = Cp - p + — ] , we
see that D. (p) = 1 for each n but that D . (p) = 0,
n nlil^n
GO
since (̂1.A^ = p . Thus we see that theorem 2-18 does n=x n
not hold for countable intersections.
Theorem 2-19. Suppose peR and A, BeôC- If 
A=>B, then Ug(p) <. U^(p) and Lg(p) L^(p) , Hence if
Da Cp ) = 0, then Dg(p) = 0, while if Dg(p) = 1, then
D^(p) = 1.
Proof: Suppose peIT(q,6), qeR. Since
AniT(q,6) =) BnN(q,6) and
follows that
h
0<6< A 0<6<A
= ug(p » •
Hence U^(p) < Ug(p). Similarly B^(p) 2  
Therefore if D^(p) = 0, it follows that Dg(p) = 0.
On the other hand, it is also easily shown that
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if Dg(p) = 1 , and if BcA, then D^(p) = 1.
Theorem 2-20. Suppose x^eR and S and A are 
measurable subsets of R. If Dg(x^) = 1 and 4gguA^^o^ “ 
then D^(x^) = 1, I.e., = D g(x^) + D^(x^)
provided D^s u a '̂ ô  ̂ =
Proof: Suppose = 1. ^s^^o^ ~ ^
implies D^g(x^) = 0. Since gSU(AnS) = (^SUA and 
dSn(AnS) = d), by theorem 2-12 we have
®CSUA^^o^ ' ^eSU(AnS)(^o) “ ^gs(^o) + ^Ans(^o)
= ° + ^Ans(^o) =
But AflScA. Therefore D*(x ) = 1.■ix o
Theorem 2-21. Suppose A,Be cPT . Suppose x^ is 
not a point of dispersion of B. Suppose = 1.
Then U^nB^^o^ ^ 0, i.e., x^ is not a point of dispersion 
of AHB.
Proof: Since D^(x^) = 1, L^Cx^) = 1 and
U^a CXo ) = 0. Also since (fADBci C?A, U^^pjg(x^) = 0. By 
assumption, x^ is not a point of dispersion of B, so 
Ub (Xo ) > 0. But now since B = (ADB)U(5AnB),
0 < Ug(x^) < Uj^nB^^o^ ^(gAHB^^o^ ̂AOB^^o^ ' Therefore
Uadb^^o^ > 0 as was desired.
Section II
Definition 2-5. Suppose Se <3̂ ,  peR. Then p is 
said to be a point of density of S if the metric density
of S exists at p and is equal to one. If the metric
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density of S exists at p and is equal to zero, p is said 
to be a point of dispersion of S.
In the remainder of this chapter and in chapter III,
it is again recalled that S is a measurable subset of R,
and that f is a real-valued measurable function defined 
on S, i.e., -ÇxIxeS, f(x) > 3̂  e for all real a. One
can show that the following conditions on f are equivalent 
to measurability:
(1) £xlxeS, f(x) < aj e for all real a;
(2) (xtxeS, f(x) ^  aJ e for all real a^
(5) ^xlxeS, f(x) _< aj G for all real a.
Definition 2-6. Suppose y is real. Define
J(x^) = {y,ly real, x^ is not a point of dispersion of 
C(y)} (recall, for y real, G(y) = CslseS, f(x) > y }); 
and I(x^ = {,y,ly real, x^ is not a point of dispersion of 
D(y)} (recall, for y real, D(y) = £x|xeS, f(x) < y} )•
Theorem 2-22. Suppose a and b are real.
(1) If b < a and aeJ(x^), then beJ(x^) and (2), if 
a < b and ael(x^), then bel(x^).
Proof: (l) Suppose b < a and aeJ(x^). Then
C(b)=C(a). If x^ is not a point of dispersion of C(a), 
then x^ is not a point of dispersion of C(b), i.e., if 
aeJ(x^), then beJ(x^).
The proof of (2) is similar to the proof of (l).
It is seen by the above result that J(xj) and I(x^) 
are characterized the same as G(x^) and P(x^) respectively.
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where we recall that for , G(x^) = |y real, is
a limit point of C(y)} , and P(x^) = £yly real, x^ is a
limit point of D(y)} . In particular J(x^) assumes
exactly one of the following forms;
( 1 ) ( - OD, cn) ;
(2) * ;
(5) (- ao,r), r real; or
(4-) ( - 00, r] , r real.
An analogous characterization holds for I(x^).
Theorem 2-25. Suppose peE and p is not a limit
point of S. Then p is a point of dispersion of S, and
hence J(x^) <= G(x^) .
Proof: Suppose e > 0. If p is not a limit point
of S, there exists an open spherical neighborhood N(p, A ) 
such that N(p, A)ns contains at most one point. Suppose 
Ô < ^  , qeE, and peN(q,6). Then N(q,6)c3!T(p, A). We also 
have m(N(q,6)nS) = 0 and hence = 0.
Thus Uo(p,4) = l.u.b. ^ and UgCp) = 0.^ peN(q,6) ^
0<6<^
This implies that Dg(p) exists and is equal to zero, 
since 0 ^  Lg(p) ^  Ug(p) = 0. Hence p is a point of 
dispersion of S. Equivalently, if p is not a point of 
dispersion of S, then p is a limit point of S. In 
particular, if S = C(y) , then J(x^)c=G(x^).
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In this section we will again suppose R is a
separable, dense-in-itself metric space, S is a measurable
subset of R, and f is a real-valued measurable function
defined on S.
Definition 2-7. Suppose x_eR and x. is not a■ .. . o o
point of dispersion of S. We define l.u.b. | y real, x^ 
is not a point of dispersion of C(y)-, i.e., l.u.b. J(x^),
to be the approximate limit superior of f(x) at x and 
write lim ap sup f(x). Similarly we define
X
g.l.b. 'yl y real, x^ is not a point of dispersion of D(y)J- , 
i.e., g.l.b. l(x^), to be the approximate limit inferior 
of f(x) at X and write lim ap inf f(x).
X  ^  x ^o
Definition 2-8. Suppose x^ is not a point of 
dispersion of S . If lim ap inf f(x) and lim ap sup f(x)
X  ^  x _  X  - >  Xo o
are equal, then the approximate limit of f(x) is said to
exist at x^ and is defined to be the common value. We
write lim ap f(x) for the approximate limit of f at x ,
X  ^ X q
if it exists.
By considering the following function, we will 
find that the approximate limit may exist, while the 
ordinary limit does not exist. Let R = S = [0,1]. Let
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2  and let m be Lebesgue measure. Define
fl if X is rational, xe[0,l3 f(x) = <
I 0 if X is irrational, xs[0,1] .
The ordinary limit of f(x) as x does not exist, since
lim sup f(x) = g.l.b. l.u.b. f(x) = 1, and
x - » i  6>0 xeCO,l]
xeN(^,6)
lim inf f(x) = l.u.b. g.l.b. = 0.
1 6>0 xeCO,l]
xeN(^,ô)
However lim ap sup f(x) = l.u.b. J(x = l.u.b. ( - <d,0) = 0, 
x ^ ^
and lim ap inf f(x) = g.l.b. I(x^) = g.l.b.(0,cd) = 0. 
Therefore lim ap f(x) = 0.
X -^2
It is an immediate consequence of theorem 2-16 
that lim ap sup f(x) _< lim sup f(x). Analogously it
X X^ X -> x^
may be shown that lim ap inf f(x) 2  f (x) .
X Xo X x^
Theorem 2-2$. Suppose f is defined on S and x 
is not a point of dispersion of S. Then lim ap inf f(x)
X -> Xo
< lim ap sup f(x), i.e., g.l.b. l(x_) < l.u.b. J(x_).
- x ^ X o
Proof: Deny the theorem, i.e., suppose
g.l.b. l(x^) > l.u.b.J(x^). Let g.l.b.l(x^) = X and 
l.u.b.J(x^) = Y. Let a and b be real numbers such that 
Y < a < b < X.
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Since aèJ(x^), is a point of dispersion of 
C(a). Also bèl(x^), so x^ is a point of dispersion of 
D(b). Now C(a)UD(b) = S, and since x^ is a point of 
dispersion of both C(a) and D(b), it is also a point of 
dispersion of the union, and hence of S. This is a con­
tradiction and thus the theorem is verified.
Theorem 2-24. Suppose x^ is not a point of dis­
persion of S. If lim f(x) exists, then lim ap f(x)
X X q X x ^
exists and is equal to lim f(x).
Proof: Since lim f(x) exists we have
X -^Xo
lim ap sup f(x) < lim sup f(x) = lim inf f(x)
X x^ X -> x^ X x^
< lim ap inf f(x).
X  - > x ^
In the next few theorems lim ap sup f(x),
X ^ X q
lim ap inf f(x), and lim ap f(x) will be characterized
X x_ X x_o o
in terms of the sets C(a) and D((3).
Definition 2-9. Define E(y,e) = (xlxeS,If(x)-yi<e},
where j is real
Prom this definition it is seen that
E(y,e) = D(y+e)nc(y-e).
Theorem 2-25. Suppose A is real and Dg(x^) = k>0.
Then lim ap f(x) = A if and only if D™/. \(x ) = kX 4>x^ ECA,e; o
for all E>0.
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Proof: Suppose £>0. Suppose Dq(x )=k and lim apf(x)=A
X ->x_o
Now A + ■̂  èJ(x^), so x^ is a point of dispersion of 
CCA-hI-) , i.e., ^c(A+^)^^o^ = Similarly = 0*
But S - B(A,£)c:D(A- ̂ XlG(A+ -g), therefore g^(x^) = 0.
On the other hand = Dg(x^) - De (a ,e )(x „).
therefore (x^) = k.
Conversely, suppose A real, Dg(x^) = k , and
'^ken Ds _e (a ,e )<̂ ô ) =
(S - E(A,e) ):=>D(A-e)UC(A+-e) and hence _£) (Xq )
=  ̂^ ' Therefore A + e è J(x^),
A - e è I(x ), and hence lim ap f(x) = A.
X  - > x ^
Corollary. Suppose A is real and x^ is a point 
of density of S. Then lim ap f(x) exists and is equal
X -»Xo
to A if and only if x^ is a point of density of E(A,e) 
for every e>0.
Definition 2-10. Define 
K(x^) = £b 1Bc=R, Be , and x^ is a point of density of b } , 
Theorem 2-26. Suppose x^ is a point of density of 
S. Then lim ap sup f(x) ;< A if and only if
X  ->x ^
D(A+e)eK(x^) for all e>0.
Proof: Suppose lim ap sup f(x) A.
X -> X
l.u.b. J(x^) ^  A , so A is an upper bound for J(x^). Thus 
A + e/2 e J(x^) for all e>0 and x^ is a point of dispersion 
of C(A+e/2). C(A+e/2)=3 D(A+e)flS, therefore is a point
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of dispersion of ^D(A+e)flS and a point of density of 
(8D (^D(A+e)), and hence, hy theorem 2-20, a point of 
density of D(A+e), i.e., D(A+e)eK(x^) for all e, and the 
necessity is proved.
Conversely, suppose D(A+e)K(x^) for all e>0.
D(A+e)<= Ç C(A+e) and we conclude is a point of dispersion 
of C(A+e) for all e>0, A+e è J(x^), therefore 
lim ap sup f(x) = l.u.b. J(x ) <^A+e,
X
and lim ap sup f(x) ^  A.
X -S-Xq
A result analogous to the preceding theorem is:
lim ap inf f(x) ^  A if and only if C(A-e)eK(x ) for all 
X ->Xq
e>0, assuming x^ is a point of density of S.
Theorem 2-27. Suppose x^ is a point of density 
of S. Then lim ap sup f(x) ^  A if and only if whenever
X x_o
GeK(x^), e>0, it follows that SnGnC(A-e) & <!).
Proof: Let us first deny the necessity, i.e.,
suppose there exists GeK(x^), e>0, and suppose 
SriGnC(A-e) = (b. Suppose x^eSAG. Then x^èC(A-e) , so 
Xĝ E C(A-e); hence GflSci (̂ 0 (A-e) nS. Now x^ is a point of 
density of each set on the left, hence it is a point of 
density of (^C(A-E)ns and a point of dispersion of C(A-e). 
Therefore A-e è J a n d  A-e is an upper bound for J(x^) 
which implies
lim ap sup f(x) £  A-e < A,
X ->Xo
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a contradiction. This proves the necessity.
For the sufficiency, let us again deny the result. 
Suppose for all GsK(x^) and all e>0, GnSflC(A-e) 4= <t) and 
suppose lim ap sup f(x) < A. Choose e>0 such that
X ^ X o
lim ap sup f(x) < A-2e. Then A-e k J(x ). Therefore
X -»Xo
x^ is a point of dispersion of C(A-e) and a point of 
density of SC(A-e). Thus (^C(A-e)eK(x^). Therefore 
Sn GC(A-e)nC(A-e) 4= <t>, a contradiction, and 
lim ap sup f(x) ^  A as asserted.
X
In a similar manner we can prove the following
two theorems.
Theorem 2-28. Suppose x^ is a point of density
of S. Then lim ap sup f(x) > A if and only if whenever
X ->Xq
GeK(x^) , e>0, 6>0, it follows that SnH(x^ ,6) nGnC(A-e) 4= (D.
Theorem 2-29. Suppose x^ is a point of density
of S. Then lim ap sup f(x) ^  A if and only if whenever
X  X
GsK(x^), £>0, 6>0, it follows that SDN*(x ,6)HGnC(A-e) 4= d) 
(recall N*(x^,6) is a deleted spherical 6-neighhorhood of
We see that in theorem 2-29 we have a result
analogous to the result found in chapter I for
lim sup f(x) 2  -A.. Namely, lim sup f(x) _> A if and only 
X  Xo
if for every e>0, 6>0, it follows that SON*(x^ ,&)nO(A-e) 4= d) 
Theorem 2-30. Suppose A is real and f is a
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measurable function. Suppose there exists k, 1 < k < + oo, 
such that if qeR, then m(lS(q,5r)) _< km(N(q,r)) . Suppose 
Dq(x ) = > 0, Then lim ap f(x) = A if and only if there
X ^ x ^
exists F such that Fe c^,Fc=S, and D^Cx ) = J. and lim f(x)=A.
X Xo
xeF
Proof: Let us first prove the sufficiency.
Suppose there exists F such that Dp(x ) = and lim f(x)=A.
X -> x^
xeF
For every e>0 there exists a 6>0 such that if xeN(x^,Ô)nF, 
then I f (x)-A| < e. Thus R(x^ô)riFcE(A,e)c:S. We first
observe that %nN(x^ ,6) ̂ ^o^ ^ %(x^,6)^^o^ "
^CN(x^,6)(:"o) = 0 l:ence = 0. But
now i = Dp(x^) = DpnuCx^ ,6) ̂ ^o^'^^Fn R(x^,6)^^o^
= ^nN(x^,6)(^o^ '
Next we observe that i , since
^E(A,e)^^o^ ^ 1  ^FONCx^,6)
Therefore by theorem 2-25, lim ap f(x) = A.
X  - > X q
On the other hand suppose lim ap f(x) = A. By
X  X q
Theorem 2-25, ^ for all e>0. In particular,
Dg(A 1,)(Xq ) = J? for every positive integer n. For each n 
there exists > 0 such that if peE, 0 < 6 < a^, x^eN(p,6)
tl^en > ̂  . i  .
Define a decreasing sequence {7^3"
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= min(a^, . Define the sequence by
^n ~ n ‘̂ n * is easily shown that has the
following properties:
(1) {Pji} ^ strictly decreasing sequence,
Pn $ '<'n S “n-
(2) lim Q = 0. 
n ^  CD “
(5) If 0 < A  < if peE, and if x^sN(p, A),
then 1
m(E(A,n)nE(p , A )) > ̂  _ i
m(N(p, A )) ^ ■
Associated with the sequence f Pjq} is the sequence
['*ln} where = m(N(x^,p^)). ^  is a decreasing
sequence with r] > 0, and lim T\ = 0. For every e>0
n OD ^
there exists a 6>0 such that if 0 < p. < 6, then 
m(N(x^,p)) < E, For each n there exists p.̂ , with p^_^>p 
such that m(N(x^,p^)) <  ■ , and hence
m(E(x^,p^)) ^ / _ 1
mCNQx^ ,P^j; 7h^/%n En *
Define F^ = (N(x^ ,p^) - N(x^ ,p^_^^))nE(A,i) and
CD
F = ^(J.F^. We first show lim f(x) = A. Suppose e>G.
X  ^  x„
xeF
Choose N so that ^  < e. Let Ô = . Suppose xeIT(x^,6)
and xeF. If 'E ^  n, then 0 < Pj^^^ <, and x4:F^, i.e. ,
^ (x,x^) < p^^2 ' Hence there exists an n > H such that
xeF^. Therefore xeE(A,^). Therefore
If(x)-Al < i  i  < E ,  i.e., lim f(x) = A.
X  -> x^
xeF
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It remains to show D^(x ) = ^ . Suppose e>0 
is given. Choose N so that ^  . Let Ô = . Suppose
x^eN(p, , 0 < A <  Ô . There exists an m such that
3 3^  A < ^  and m >_ E. By the triangle inequality,
A )<=N(Xq ,p^) . Hence,
PnN(p, A)=»F^nE(p, A)
= (N(x^,Pj„) - N(x^,l^„^.i))nE(A,i)nN(p, A)
= (N(P, A) - N(x^,|i^^^))nE(A,i).
Also we have 
N(p, A)nE(A,i)
== {[K(p, A) - N(x^,ji^^j^)]nE(A i)}
= (F^nN(p, X))UN(Xq,p^^^).
We now observe that N(x^ ,p^_^^)<=N(p, 5 A ) > so 
m ( E ( x ^ ) < m(E(p,3 A)) < km(N(p, A )).
Now 2
m(F^nH(p,A)) m(M(Xg,n^^^))
^  m(N(p, A ) )  + m(H(p, A )) '
Also y
m(.h(.p, A )) k(,m+i; y /  E
1 , 1 /= Z T  < F  ■
From these last two inequalities we find
m(E^nN(p, A)) 1 1
 m(tl(p, A )) + F  > /  - W  ^
^ >{- i
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Finally lp(x^,ô) ^  e» and. so Lp(x^) ^  ̂  - s .
Since e>0 is arbitrary, it follows that Lp(x^) ^  ^  .
At the same time, since FcrS, Up(x^) £  • Thus
Df ^^o  ̂ exists, , and the necessity is established.
Corollary 1. Under the conditions of the theorem,
if Dg(x ) = 1, then lim ap f(x) = A if and only if there
X Xqexists F , such that FcrS, FeK(x ), lim f(x) = A,
° X  -> x^xeF
Corollary 2. Under the conditions of the theorem,
lim ap f(x) = A if and only if there exists BcrS such that
X  - > x ^
D-r(x  ) = 0 and lim f(x) = A.
X  ^ x ^
xeS-B
Proof: The proof is immediate. For the sufficiency,
since BcS and D^(x^) = 0, we have = jl • Let
F of the theorem be S-B. Then lim f(x) = A and hence
X X.
xeF °
lim ap f(x) 
X -> x_
Conversely, suppose lim ap f(x) = A. Then we
X ^ X o
know there exists F such that FcrS, I)^(x^) = ^ , and 
lim f(x) = A. Let B = S-F, Then D-p(x ) = 0, F = S-B,
X -> x^ xeF °
and lim f(x) = A.
X ->x
xeS-B °
We remark on the assumption made in the above 
theorem concerning the existence of a k such that
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m(N(q,5r) <_ km(H(q,r)), For the purpose of proving the 
theorem, it would have been sufficient to assume there exists 
k' , 1 _< k' < OD, such that if qeR, and if r>0, then such 
that m(R(q,5r)) _< k'm(N(q,r)). In chapter III, it will be 
necessary to assume the existence of k, such that if qeR, 
and if r>0, then m(Nq,^r)) <_ km(N(q,r)), and for this 
reason, 5 was used rather than 3»
Concerning the above remark, it is further pointed 
out that either the existence of k' or k as described above 
would be sufficient to prove the theorem.
< k' ,
it follows that .
It is possible to establish the following stronger 
Theorem 2-51. Suppose A is real and f is a measur­
able function. Suppose there exists k, 1 _< k < + od, such 
that if qeR, then m(Rq,5r)) _< km(N(q,r) ). If x^ is not a
point of dispersion of S, then lim ap f(x) = A if and only
X ->Xo
if there exists B such that Be oT, Beg , Dg(x^) = 0, and 
lim f(x) = A.
X -4> x^
xeS-B °
Section IV
This section will be devoted to theorems and 
examples on approximate limits and approximate continuity.
There will in many cases be analogues with the theorems and 
proofs for ordinary limits and continuity. For this reason, 
many of the proofs of the theorems will not be given. However,as
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might he expected, we will he ahle to find many cases 
where no analogue exists. For example, continuity on a 
compact set implies boundedness, hut approximate continuity 
on a compact set does not insure boundedness.
As before, let us suppose R is separable, dense- 
in-itself, Se , f and g are measurable functions defined 
on 8, and that x^ is not a point of dispersion of S,
Theorem 2-52. Suppose A and B are real and f and 
g are defined on S. If x^ is not a point of dispersion of 
S, and if lim ap f(x) = A and lim ap g(x) = B, then
X  ^  X  x^
lim ap (f(x) g(x)) = A +_ B.
Proof: Since the approximate limits of f(x) and
g(x) exist at x ^ , there exist sets G and H contained in 
S such that D^^(x^) = = 0 and
lim f(x) = A , lim g(x) = B.
X  ^  X^ X  x^
xeS-G xeS-H
But (S-G)U(S-H) = 8 - (GUH) and lim (f(x)+g(x)) = A + B.
X  ^ x ^
xeS-(GUH)
Further we note that ^ arid hence by theorem 2-51,
lim ap (f(x)+g(x)) = A -f B.
X
A similar argument may be given for the case
lim ap (f(x)-g(x)).
X  - ^ X q
Theorem 2-55* Under the conditions of theorem 2-52,
if lim ap f(x) = A and g(x) = cf(x), then lim ap g(x)= cA.
X  - >  X q  X  x ^
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Theorem 2-54-. Under the conditions of theorem 
2-32, if lim ap f(x) = A and lim ap g(x) = B, then
X ^ x ^
lim ap f(x)g(x) = AB.
X
Theorem 2-55* Under the conditions of theorem 
2-32 and the assumptions g(x) 4= O , B 4: O ,
Definition 2-11. Suppose x^eS. If x^ is a point 
of dispersion of S, we define f to he approximately 
continuous at x ^ . If x^ is not a point of dispersion of 
S we define f to be approximately continuuous at x^ in 
case lim ap f(x) exists and lim ap f(x) = f(x ).
X x^ X -> x_ °o o
In case Dg(x^) = ̂  > 0, x^s8 and the conditions
of theorem 2-30 are satisfied, it is an immediate con­
sequence that lim ap f(x) = f(x ) if and only if there
X ->Xo
exists FcrS such that lim f (x) = f (x ) , and D„(x ) = ^  .
xeF o
Also, clearly, if Dg(x^) = X  > 0, if x^eS, then f
is approximately continuous at x^ if and only if there
exts B such that BcrS, Be ^  , Dg(x^) = 0, and
lim f(x) = f(x ).
X ->x^
xeS-B
By utilizing theorem 2-31, one can establish that 
the following theorem is true.
Theorem 2-36. If x eS, and if there exists 
k, 1 < k < + OD, such that if qeR, m(N(q,5r)) < km(N(q,r)), 
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then f is approximately continuous at x^ if and only if 
there exists B such that Be^, BcS, Dg(x ) = 0, and 
lim f(x) = f(x^).
X Xo °
x e (S-B)u {x̂ *y
Example. Let E = S = £xlx is real} . Let m be
ordinary Lebesgue measure. Define
ro if X is rational , f(x) = \
I 1 if X is irrational.
Case 1. Suppose x^ is irrational. Let
F = {xlxeR, X irrational} ; FeK(x^).
limf(x) = 1 = f(x ),X x„ o
xeE °
Hence f(x) is approximately continuous at all irrational 
points.
Case 2, Suppose x is rational. Then lim f(x) = 1.
X ^  x^
xeF °
Thus lim ap f(x) = 1, but f(x ) = O ^ 1, and thus f(x)
X -^Xq
is not approximately continuous at rational points.
This example illustrates that a function f(x) 
may be approximately continuous at a point, although it 
is not continuous there.
Theorem 2-37- Suppose x^ is not a point of 
dispersion of S. If f(x) and g(x) are approximately 
continuous at x ^ , then the following functions are 
approximately continuous at x^:
(1) f(x) 2  g(x), (2) f(x)gCx), (5) provided
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g(x) 4= 0, s(x^) 4= 0.
Proof : (l) Since f(x) and g(x) are approximately
continuous at x , there exist sets G and H such thato ’
Dp(x ) = D-rrCx.) = 0 and lim (f(x) = f(x ), lim g(x) = g(x^)
^  °  X  - > x _  °  X  X  °o o
xeS-G xeS-H
Now lim (f(x)+^g(x)) = lim f(x) ^  lim g(x) = f(x )jfg(x ).
X  x ^  X  - >  X q  X  - >  x ^
xeS-(GUH) xeS-(GUH) xeS-(GUH)
Therefore lim ap (f(x)+g(x)) = f(x^)+g(x^).
X  - > x ^  ~  0 - 0o
The proofs of (2) and (5) can also easily he given.
It is not true under the conditions of the ahove 
theorem that composition of approximately continuous 
functions gives rise to an approximately continuous 
function, as the following counterexample will show.
Let R = S = reals. Let x^ = 0 and m he Lehesgue 
measure. Define
0 otherwise.
Define
g(x) =
^1 if X = , n = 0,1,2,
2^
0 otherwise.
V.
Now f(x) is approximately continuous at x = 0, and in
fact is continuous at x = 0, since lim ,f(x) = 0 = lim f(x),
X 4>0+ X ->Q-
and hence limf(x) = f(0) = 0.
X 0
We next show g(x) is approximately continuous at
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X = 0. First we have lim ap sup g(x) = l.u.b. J(0)
X 0
= l.u.h. £ylO is not a point of dispersion of C(y)Jr
= l.u.h.(- CD, 0) = 0. Similarly, lim ap inf g(x) = g.l.b.I(O)
X O
= g.l.b. £ylO is not a point of dispersion of D(y^
= g.l.b.[0,00 ) = 0. Therefore lim ap g(x) = 0 = g(0),
X ^  0
so g(x) is approximately continuous at x = 0. But now 
we find
'~1 if xe(0,l); and6(f(x)) .
^  otherwise
is not approximately continuous at x = 0. To see this
we need only note that lim ap sup f(x) = l.u.b. fylO is
X  O ^
not a point of dispersion of G(y]^ = l.u.b. (- go, 1) = 1 ,
while g(f(0)) = g(0) = 0 and we cannot possibly have
lim ap g(f(x)) = 0. Thus we conclude that g(f(x)) is not 
X  -> 0
approximately continuous at x = 0, even though g is 
approximately continuous at f(0) and f is continuous at 
0.
It is pointed out here that the above example can 
be modified so that f is continuous everywhere, and so that 
g is approximately continuous at 0 and continuous every­
where else, but yet g(f(x)) is still not approximately 
continuous at O.
It is natural to ask the following question:
If f(x) is approximately continuous at every point of a 
compact set Sc=E, is f(x) bounded there? We know the
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answer to this question is yes if f(x) is continuous; 
however, the following counterexample will show that 
approximate comtinuity is not a sufficient condition for 
f(x) to he hounded on S, even if S is compact.
Example. Let E he the reals and S = [0,1].
Let m he Lehesgue measure. Define f(x) (see figure 1.) 
on [0,1] in the following way:
^  if X  = 0;
f(x) = <
V.25“+1 X + 2 (n+1) for ^dn+ 1 ’ '
It is easily seen that f(x) is continuous on (0,1], 
and hence approximately continuous on (0,1]. Further f(x) 
is approximately continuous at 0, as the following argument 
will establish.
We want to show lim ap f(x) = 0. Consider
X -> 0
J (0) = {yI y real, 0 is not a point of dispersion of C(y)} .
If y = 0, C(y) = [0,1] - f“^(£o)). We will show 0 is
a point of dispersion of [0,1] - f~^( (o) ), so that OèJ(O).
We first note that D j-q i] _i*-l( {q } ) " 0, since if n is
an arbitrary positive integer, then for any open interval
I, with Oel and m(l) < it follows that
2
m(([o,i]-f"^(fo} ))ni) , ”  rèî? 1 1
  VLi" •
— r~----------
2“+l
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Ttius OèJ(O).
If y < O, then C(y) = [0,1] and 0 is not a point 
of dispersion of [0,1], thus yeJ(O) if y < 0. Therefore 
lim ap sup f(x) = l.u.h. J(0) = l.u.b.(- cd,0) = 0.
X 0
Let us now consider 
1(0) = £yl0 is not a point of dispersion of D(y)^ .
If y <_ 0, then D(y) = d) so that yèl(O) if y ^  0. There­
fore lim ap inf f(x) 2  0. Thus we conclude the approxi- 
X
mate limit exists at 0 and lim ap f(x) = 0 = f(0),
X 0
i.e., f(x) is approximately continuous at 0 and hence on 
[0,1], However it is clear f(x) is not bounded on [0,1], 
since at the midpoint of any interval of the form
^  i - e -' , we have
f(x) = 2 , I.e., '
In a similar manner, one may construct an 
approximately continuous function f which is bounded on 
a compact subset Sc:R, but for which
g.l.b. f(t) < f(x) < l.u.b, f(t) for each xeS, in other 
teS teS
words, f does not assume a maximum or minimum on S . In 
fact, by modifying the above example, we can show that a 
function can be approximately continuous and bounded on 
[0,1], but not have a maximum there.
Define (see figure 2.)
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if X = 0;
S(x) = ^
kwhere f(x) is as in the preceding example.
We see that the maximum obtained by g(x) on the interval 
^  HTT ■ S(:̂ ) is bounded above
by 1, and in fact, l.u.b. g(t) = 1, Also g(x) is approxi-
ts[0 ,1]
mately continuous on [0,1]. But, g(x) does not have a 
maximum on [0,1],
Remark. In chapter III, it will be shown that 
if f is a measurable function on a measurable subset 
S of E satisfying suitably restricted conditions, i.e., 
the conditions of the Lehesgue density theorem, then f 
is approximately continuous almost everywhere on S , i.e., 
approximately continuous everywhere on S except for a set 
of measure 0.
It will be convenient to have a theorem which 
gives a necessary and sufficient condition for a measur­
able function to be approximately continuous at a point 
x^when examining the theorem of the above remark. This 
is the content of the following
Theorem 2-58. Suppose x^eS, Dg(x^)= Jl > 0.
Then a measurable function f(x) is approximately con­
tinuous at X if and only if for every pair of real 
numbers k^ and kg such that k^ < f(x ) < k g , the set 
{^xlxeS, k^ < f(x) < kgj. has metric density J. at x ^ .
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Proof: Suppose D ̂3, | ̂ eS ,kĵ <f (xXkg^ (=0) = ^
for all , kg for which k^ < f(x ) < kg. By theorem 
2-2 5 , it will suffice to show  ̂ e)*"^o^ = ^  for all
e>0. Suppose e>0. Let k^ = f(x^) - e, kg= f(x^) + e.
fxIxeS , I f (x)-f (x^) 1 <ej = E(f(x^),e), i.e.,
and hence lim ap f(x) = f(x ).
X ^ x ^
Conversely suppose lim ap f(x) = f(x ) and suppose
kj<f(XoXk2 - 3’{x|xeS,lf(x)-f(x^)l<eJ ^
all e>0 , since Dj;(f(x ),e)^^o^ = Â •
e = min(kg - f(x^), f(x^) - k^). Then 
^xlxeS, f(x^) - G<f(x)<f(x^) + e}
c. {xlxeS, k^<f(xXkg} , so L,;xlx6S,ki<f(x)<k2}(''o) Ï ^  ‘
However at the same time, {xlxeS, k^<f(x)<kg*^<=S, so
^(x1xeS,k^<f(x)<kg}^^o^
“ {xlxeS,ki<f(kXk23*̂ ô̂  = ^  theorem yields
a criterion for approximate continuity.
Another question which arises is: If f is
approximately continuous on a connected set, does f 
have the intermediate value property? This question can 
he answered affirmatively if our metric space R is the 
reals and m is Lehesgue measure. This somewhat surprising 
result and its elegant proof were first given hy de la 
Vallee Poussin.
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We remark that it can easily he shown for 
Euclidean 1-space and Lehesgue measure, that metric 
density is the same if closed spherical neighborhoods 
are used in the definition, rather than open spherical 
neighborhoods. In the remainder of this chapter, and in 
chapter III, we will find it convenient to use this re­
mark. In chapter III, we prove this remark for our 
measure space R.
In proving the ahove mentioned result we will 
use the following
Lemma. Suppose E i s a  measurable set contained
in [a,b] and m is Lehesgue measure. Define 
g(x) = m(En[a,x]) for xeCa,h]. Suppose x^e(a,h). If 
De (Xo ) = k, then g'(x^) = k and conversely.
Proof: Suppose e>0 and Dg(x^) = k. There exists
6>0 such that if I is a closed interval, x^el, and
m(l)<6, then
^ ® < k + e.
Consider the difference quotient 
g(x^) - g(x) m(Etl[a,x^] ) - m(En[a,x] )
""o -
For convenience suppose x^ > x . Let I = [x,x^]. 
Since [a,x^] = [a,x]uCx,x^] and
En[a,x^] = (EnCa,x])U(EnCx,x^]), we have 
m(En[a,x^]) - m(En[a,x]) = m(En[x,x^]) = m(Eni).
m(EnCa,x ]) - m(En[a,x]) r̂ii-nT'i Therefore ---------2 _ _ _ _ ---------- .
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and we conclude g'(x^) = k. It is clear that if < x,
the result is the same. Thus if D^(x^) = k, then
s'Cx^) = k. Conversely it is seen that g'(x^) = k implies
Theorem 2-39, If f(x) is approximately continuous
on [a,h] and if f(a) < 0, f(b) > 0, then there exists
ce(a,h) such that f(c) = 0.
Proof: The proof is hy contradiction. Let f,
measurable, be an approximately continuous function on 
[a,b] such that f(a) < 0, f(b) > 0, and f(x) 4= 0 for any 
xe(a,b). Define
A = {xIxs[a,b], f(x) < 0} ,
B = {x!xe(a,b], f(x) > oj ;
A, Be cC, AUB = [a,b] , and ARB = (|).
The following claim is made: if x^eAA(a,b), then
Da (Xo ) = 1, and hence Dg(x^) = 0. Since f is approximately
continuous at x ,o ’
E(f(x^),e) = {x|xe[a,b], lf(x) - f(x^)l<e} eK(x^) for all 
e>0. Let e = - f(x^) > 0. Then
E(f(Xq ) , - f(x^)) = {xlxeCa,b],If(x) - f(x^)1<-f(x^)}
= {x|xe[a,b], 2f(x^)<f(x)<o} cA. Therefore D.(x ) = 1O A O
and Dg(x^) = 0 for x eA as claimed. A similar claim 
holds for x^eBD(a,b), that is, x^eBD(a,b) implies 
Dg(x^) = 1 and D^(x^) = 0,
Let g(x) = m(An[a,x]) for xe[a,b]. If xeAn(a,b), 
then g'(x) exists and g'(x) = 1 by the lemma, while if
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xeBn(a,lD), then g ’(x) exists and g'(x) = 0. We will 
show this leads to a contradiction of the mean value 
theorem for derivatives, namely, that if g(x) is con­
tinuous on [a,b] and differentiable on (a,b), then there 
exists ce(a,b) such that g' (c) = , We will
show in particular that 0 <....... .< 1, contradicting
g'(c) = 0 or g'(c) = 1 for all points c in (a,b).
It is observed that A = D(0) and B = C(0). Since
g(a) = 0 and g(b) = m(A) , we have ~ .
Suppose m(A) = 0. Then m(B) = m(C(0)) = m([a,b]) = b-a.
The claim is made that a is not a point of dispersion of
0(0), and hence OeJ(a). Consider an open interval I
with a as its midpoint. Then ^ and
Uc(Q)(a) 2  Y  * a is not a point of dispersion of
0(0), so OsJ(a). But then lim ap sup f(x) 0 in con-
X -> a
tradiction to the facts that f is approximately con­
tinuous at a and f(a) < 0.
In a similar fashion, if we suppose m(B) = 0, 
we are led to a contradiction, and hence m(B) > 0. 
Therefore it follows that
0 < siâl = < 1b-a b - a
and the proof is complete.
Theorem 2-4-0. Suppose f(x) is bounded and
Lebesgue measurable on [a,b]. Let F(x) = / f(t)dt,
Ca, 3d
where / f(t)dt is the Lebesgue integral. If x e(a,b) [a,x] °
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and f is approximately continuous at x , then F(x) has
a derivative at x and P'(x ) = f(x ).o o o
Proof: Since f is hounded on Ca,h], there exists
M such that |f(x)l M on Ca,h]. Suppose x^e(a,b) and 
suppose f is approximately continuous at x ^ . If e>0,
E(f (x^) ,e)eK(x^) . Let
J = E(f(x ),e/2) = {x|xE(a,h],If(x)-f(x )I<s/2 } .
JeK(x^), so Lj (Xq ) 1 >  1- w Let Q(p,6) = £xlxeR,
Ç (p ,x) <_ 6j . There exists N , such that
> 1 - ■211’ I.e. if
c<6<
x ^£Q(p ,6) and m(Q(p,6)) = 26 < , then
m(JnQ(p,6)) > (1 - ^)M(Q(p,6)) and
m(^jnQ(p,6)) < ^  m(Q(p,&)).
Let X = &  > 0. Suppose x < x < x + A  ,N
xcCa,h]. Then
P(x) - F(x )
 -------
f f(t)dt - /p -,f(t)dt [a,x] [a,Xg J______
X X
/Cx^ ,x] f(t)dt
X  - X.
Let p
x+x^
x-x.
and 6 = o?
and let 6 =
x-x^
” 2“
and x^eQ(p,6).
Then Q(p,6)
Further, since x < x + /\ , x
< A
" 2“ 1'2ÏÏ
- CXq,x]
< A
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-58F(x) - P(x„)
 —  x /  -
/ f(t)dt - f  r(x„)dt
Q(p,6)___ ,,, [q(p,6) °___ET^Tp TFT)
m f(Xo)
/ (f(t) - f(x ))dt
m(Q(p,5;;
/ If(t) - f(x^)ldt
f  i f(t) - f(x ) Idt /
Q(p,6)nJ
 S T O p T S T J ----------
I W p T ^ D --------
lf(t)-f(x^)Idt
< |-m(Q(p,ô)) 2Mm( jnQ(p,6))
- ^ W p T E T J  ^   w ç q x p ^ ----
< "2 + 2M*2^ = G . Hence F(x) has a right hand derivative 
at Xq equal to f(x^). Thus F ’Cx^) exists and F ’(x^) = f(x^).
In light of the preceding theorem, one might wonder 
whether, if boundedness and measurability ire replaced by 
summability, the theorem still holds true? Unfortunately 
the answer is no, as the following counterexample illustrates 
Example. Let R be Euclidean 1-space and let m be 
Lebesgue measure. Let f be defined on [-1,1] as follows:
r
f (x) = p  for (-— ) - (oil
1 ) _< X _< — n=0,1,2--- ,
JD otherwise.
We note first that f is summable on [-1,1], since
/ f(x)dx = lim / (f(x))^ dx + lim / (f(x))^dx[-1 ,1] n  -> OD [-1,1] n CD [ — 1 ,1]
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= lim
n
2,n -> QD + 0 lim
n
kio
1
FÎT "
where (f(x))^
n -> OD 2
il if f (x) _> n,
f (x) if 0 ̂  f (x) ^  n, and
P if f (x) _< 0,
n if f(x) < - n,
f (x) if - n ^  f (x) _< 0, and 
0 if f(x) > 0.
We further note that f(x) is approximately con­
tinuous at X = 0, For, if J is a closed interval such 
that
and (f(x))'n
^ < M(J) _< and OeJ, then
2 i  ^ 1 J-
m(snj) ^ k=n 2'̂ +̂̂  _ \
oll+l ^ 00
%n+l
1
n T T
(;è?)
2XXTJ. 2
0 as n -> 00.
Define F(x) as "before, i.e., F(x) = f f(t)dt
C-l,x]
for xeC-1,1]. Suppose first that 0 < x < 1. Then
F(x) - F(x )
/ f(t)dt - 
[-1,x]
/ f ( t ) dt 
[-1,0]
■ ■■ X  -  0 X
/ f(t)dt Co ,x]______
n+1
X
<  X  <
There exists n such that
Then
f f(t)dt 
Co ->x]______
00S
k=n+l 2
2^
2FFT
T
2n
00S
k=n+l 2 r
1
FÎT
■>n
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Hence we see that if F has a right hand derivative, 
it is at least ^  , while f(0) = 0. Hence we see the theorem 
does not hold true if boundedness and measurability are re­
placed by summability.
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CHAPTER III
The principal results in this chapter are the 
Vitali covering theorem and Lehesgue density theorem.
As before, R will be a separable, dense-in-itself metric 
space, S a measurable subset of R, c5*f a o-algebra of 
subsets of R, m a  measure defined on and f a measur­
able function on S. There are some inherent problems 
involved in proving these two theorems for a measure 
space which do not arise in a Euclidean space. As an 
example of such a problem, suppose x and x' are distinct 
points in R. Generally m(N(x,6)) 4= m(H(x',ô)). This 
problem and others will be discussed in detail when they 
ari s e .
When working with metric density in a Euclidean 
space one often finds it convenient to know that if the 
metric density exists at a point, then it is the same if 
either open neighborhoods or closed neighborhoods are used 
in the definition. It is recalled, in fact, that near the 
end of chapter II we took the liberty of using this 
convenience. Por Euclidean n-space it can readily be 
shown that this is the case. This is also a desired con­
venience in the case of a measure space.
Define Q(x^, X) = {xlxeR, ^(x,x^) < X }  • We 
note that Q(x ,/ \ ) e X  , since Q(x^,X) = „Q-,H(x , X+ ,o ’ n=l o’ n'
and m(Q(x , X)) = lim m(N(x^,X+ ~) ) . Also,
n 00 ° ^
— 61—
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. 0 0
NCXq, A) = , A - — ) , where N is such that /  > ^  ,
and m(N(x , A )) = lim m(Q(x , A - .n -» 00
Let Ug(x^, A) and U^(x^) he defined as before. 
Define u^(x^,A ' - l^u^b. , and
=x^eQ(p,6)
° 0<6<A
Ug(x^) = l^b. Ug(x^, A). Define l^(x^, ) and Lg(x^)
in an analogous fashion. If Lg(x^) = let
Dg(Xo) stand for the common value, i.e., Dg(x^) will stand
for the metric density of S, with respect to the closed
spherical neighborhoods Q(p,6), at the point x^.
Theorem 5-1- Let x^sR and let S be a measurable
subset of R. Then Dg(x^) exists if and only if Dg(x^)
exists and Dl(x^) = Dcj(x^) if either exists.O O o o
Proof: Suppose Ug(x^,A) = k and e>0. There
exists 6>0 and peR such that x^eN(p,6), 0 < 6 < A, and 
^^m'CNCp^'s]) > k - £. There exists a > 0 such that
^ t S'Cp^^')7^~~ > ^ - G. We know that
lim m(SnQ(p,a)) = m(SflR(p,ô)), so there exists 6' such 
a 6 
a < 6
that 0 < 6' < 6  and m(SnN(p,6)) - m(SnQ(p,6')) < a , i .e 
m(SflN(p,6)) - a < m(SflQ(p ,6 ’ ) ) • But now we have 
m(SnQ(p,6'))  ̂ m(SnQ.Cp,6')) m(SnR(p,6))
Therefore U g (x^,A) > k - e for every e>0, so
A ) > k = no(x„, A ).
> k - e.
uA
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On the other hand, suppose Ug(x^, A ) = k. Suppose 
£>0. There exists 6>0 and peR such that x^eQ(p,ô), o<6< , 
"̂6) ) > k - e. There exists h > O such that
mcë rn^E] ~ Since lim m(N(p,a)) = m(Q(p,6)),a - > 0  
a > 6
there exists 6' such that 0 < 6 < 6' < and 
m(N(p,6')) - m(Q(p,ô)) < b, i.e., 
m(N(p,6')) < m(Q(p,ô)) + b. But now we have
Therefore Ug(x^,A ) > k - e for every e > 0, and hence
Ug(x^ , A ) >. k = u^(x^ , A ) . Hence Ug(x^ , A ) = , A ) .
Since A ̂  ^ arbitrary, we conclude that Hg(x^) = UA(x^).
In a similar fashion it can be shown that 
Ls(Xo) = Lg(x^), or alternatively it can be shown that 
U^S^^o^ + Lg(x^) = 1, and since U^g(x^) = ^(x^) it 
follows that Lg(x^) = LgCx^). Thus we see that Hg(x^) 
exists if and only if Dg(x^) exists, and Dg(x^) = Dg(x^) 
if either exists. Henceforth we will use D^Cx^) for the
o  O
metric density of S at x ^ , whether open neighborhoods, or 
closed neighborhoods are used.
We will find the following lemma a useful aid in 
proving the Vitali covering theorem.
Lemma. Suppose G is a bounded subset of E.
Suppose there is a positive real number t such that if 
x^eG, A > 0, then m(Q(x^, A )) <. tm(Q(x^, ) . Then, if 
£>0, there exists 6>0 such that if x^eG, )f >0, and
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) ) < 6, then V  < e .
Proof: Since G is bounded, there exists x eG’ o
and a>0 such that Gc=Q(x^,a). If x^eG, then
Q(x^,a)cq(x^,2a). Let p = 2a. Then
Ï P) ) = m(Q(xj^,2a)) >_m(Q(x^,a)) = a > 0. Now
m(Q(x^,-|)) > ^  m(Q(x^,p)) > -|. Also
2  m(Q(x^ ,-̂ ) ) >_ , and in general,
iii(Q(x. ^ ♦± ^n —
Suppose £>0. There exists n such that < e. 
Let 6 = Then if m(N(x-, , Y )) < 6 = , it follows
a
---------------
that X < < e , for, if ^ > -%», then m(N(x. , Y )) > —1̂1 ^n -L ~  ^n
in contradiction to our choice of 6.
Definition 3-1. Suppose ScH. A collection /V of
closed spherical neighborhoods forms a Vitali Covering
of S if whenever peS, s>0, there exists a Qe^ such that
peQ and the radius of Q is less than e. Denote the radius
of Q by rad(Q).
Theorem 3-2. (Vitali). Suppose Se ^  and
SciG, G open and bounded. Suppose that there is a positive
real number t such that if x^eG, A >  0, then
2i(Q(xj^, a ) ) <, tm(Q(xj^ ,^) ) . Suppose that is a Vitali
cover of S. Then either there exists 1^,12?--- ,
such that l.ni. = (b if i 4= j , l.e^ and 1.<=G, and 
k ^Sc:^U^l^ , or else there exists 1^,---, 1̂ ,̂--- , with
l^nij = d) if i 4= j , Iĵ e;̂ , Ij^cG, and such that, if e>0,
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there exists k such that m(S-.U^I.) < e. Further,
Proof: Let W =  {a IAsj^, AOS & d), rad(l) < 1,
A«= G J „ ^  forms a Vitali covering of S. For, suppose
peS, e>0. We may suppose e<l. Since is a Vitali
covering of S, there exists B's ̂  such that psB' and
rad(B') < e. Further, we can choose this B ' so that
B'cG. We are able to do this, since G is an open set
containing S, and hence there exists 6>0, 0 <6 < e,
such that W(p,ô)c:G. Since jZÈ/ is a Vitali cover of S,
there exists Ae , such that rad(A)<6/2, and psA. Also,
Acil(p ,&)<=G, Let this A be B' . Now we observe
that B ' e W  , since W  e ̂  , B'(IS 4= d), rad(B’) < e, and
B'czG, thus H  forms a Vitali covering of S.
Choose ^  so that for every Ae W  ,
2 rad(l^)>rad(A). We are able to do this because the
radii of the sets in N  have a least upper bound. If
Scrl^, we are done.
If there exists xeS-I^, then xe(2lj_, which is
open, so there exists lel^ such that 1̂ (11 = $. Choose
^2^ H  such that I^OA = (t), 2 radClg) > rad(A) . Suppose
Iĵ , Ig ,--- ’̂ k-1 already been chosen, mutually disjoint,
I . e W  , j = 1,2, ,k-l, and such that 2 rad(I.)> rad(A)
j-1for every Ae W  with ^ d), j 2,5,--- ,k-l.
\ 1 k—1.Also, if Ae H , then 2 rad(l-, ) > rad(A) . If Sc:,U,I.,r Ü— dk—1we are done. If there exists xeS % is in
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k - 1
) which is open. Therefore there exists an open
spherical neighborhood N(x,6)c: such that
k-1
N(x,6)n^U^I^ = (J). There exists Ae such that xeA
k-1and rad(A) < 6/2. Then Ac3ir(x,ô) and = (t).
Among these closed spherical neighborhoods A, there exists
one, call it I^, such that 2rad(Ij^) > rad(A) for all
Ae )cj/ with = (b. By finite induction, either
kthere exists k such that 8 - U. I = CD, in which case then=l n ’
theorem is established, or else there exists a sequence
£ , n = 1,2,----,k, , of disjoint neighborhoods in
)s/ such that if k is an integer, k ^  2, and if Ae 
k-1and if = 4), then 2 rad(Ij^) > rad(A). Also, if
Ae , then 2 rad(I^) > rad(A).
Since G is bounded, 8 is bounded. Thus there
exists x^eS and a>0 such that 8c:H(x^,a). Let
M = N(x^,a+2). Suppose xel^^. Since I^^nS 1̂= 4), there exists
y such that yelj^HS. Then ^(x^,y) < a. Also Ç (x,y) ^  2,
since rad(I^) < 1, and hence £*(x^,x) < a + 2, so xeM,
00Hence and . Now we have
00 00= ®^k=l^k^ —  m(M) < + oo. (Note here, that M, as
an open sphere, has positive finite measure by assumption.) 
Thus m(l^) -> 0 as k -> oo .
Suppose e>0. There exists n such that
-k'S m(I^) < e/t, where t is described in the statement of k=n+l
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ttie theorem. If k is an Integer, k ^  n + 1, let he
the closed spherical neighborhood with the same center
as and such that rad(Aj^) = 5 rad(Ij^). Then
m(A^) <_ tm(l^) . Also
CD CD CDm( U A. ) < Z m(A, ) < t 2 m(I, ) < e.
k=n+l k=n+l k=n+ln n
As before, if xeS , then ^Wl^k' which is open,
so there exists ^ > 0 such that N(x, ̂
Choose Ae H  with xeA, rad(A) < . Then Ac#(x, y ) ,
n  ̂ .xeA, and = (D. But A is not disjoint from all
the 1-̂ , since rad(A) > 2 rad(I^^) for k sufficiently large 
This follows from the fact that m(l^) -> 0 as k -> oo,
and from the previous lemma, i.e., if f >0, there exists
6>0 such that if xeG, >0, and m(Q(x, r|̂ )) < 6, then
\< f . Let m be the first positive integer such that 
ADI^ 4= 4). Note that m>N. Por this integer m, 
rad(A) < 2 rad(I ). This follows since Ae )^ ,
m-1AD(, y,I, ) = 4), and if rad(A) > 2 rad(I ) , then I could
m
a) 2 eel  1^
■k=l"-k^ “ '*'» ^  -"m
not join the sequence • Since rad(A) < 2 rad(l^)
and Afll^ i (t), it follows that AcA^. To verify that 
AcA^, suppose peA. Since Afll^ 4= <t), there exists qeAHI^, 
and ^(p ,q) £  2 rad(A) < 4- rad(I^) . Let r be the center
of (r is also the center of A^). Then
^ < radCl^) . But now we have
Ç(p,r) < Ç(p,q) + Ç(q,r) < 4 rad(I^) + rad(l^)
= 5 rad(I^) = rad(A^). Therefore AcA^. Because xsA^
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and m > n, it follows that xe U A, . Hence
k=n+l ^
S - U 1 ^  U A, and m(S - U I, ) < m( %  A, ) < e. 
^ k=n+l^ k=l k -  k=n+l ^
In addition we also have
00
'kWi^k'^ “k^l-^k°^^^""kWl^k^ " since S for all n, so
. 0 0  n
'k^l^k^ 5. for all n. If n is sufficiently
large, m(S -^U^I^) < e , so m(S < e for all c>0.
Therefore m(8 = O*
The Vitali theorem just proved was not the most 
general; we made important use of the fact that S was 
contained in G, and that G was open and hounded. In the 
next theorem it will he shown the conclusion of theorem 5-1 
holds true when S is not necessarily hounded.
Theorem 5-3» (Vitali). Suppose R is separable 
and dense-in-itself. Suppose S<=R , Se <^ , and suppose
there is a positive real number t such that if
^1 eR, A > 0 ,  then m(R(x^, A)) <. tm(R(x^ . Suppose
is a Vitali cover of S. Then there exists a sequence
(possibly finite) of disjoint sets of ji/ such that
"nWl^n^ =
Proof: Suppose x^eR. Let S^ = N(x^,l)flS.
Since S^e ^  and 8^c$r(x^,1), which is open and hounded,
hy theorem 3-2, there exist disjoint sets
I ^ , Ig, --- , I^ in ^  , each contained in R(x^,l), and
^ ^  -,such that m(S^- .U^ it) < ^
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Let 8g = N(x^,2)nS - ^J=-L 0
k.
and
S2^N(x^,2) 1 which is open and hounded, so again hy
theorem 5-2, there exist disjoint sets , l|, --- ,
of ^  , each contained in N(x ,2) - .U . , and such thato J - J- J
*̂ 2 2 T 2“ (Ss -jUPj) < Let Sj = N(x„,5)ns - ,U^l“ ).
Applying the same reasoning to 8 ^ as was applied to
2 ^m
and ^2 , S^e «s and S^c:H(x^,5) -  ̂ ) , and we find
I^, , ---, ±TL M   ̂ mutually disjoint and contained in
2 ^ ^ 1  N(x^,3) - ( U U I^) , such that m(S, - U I.) < 4  
° n=l j=l ̂  ^ j=l  ̂ ^
Using induction and continuing in this manner, for each 
positive integer n we let S = N(x ,n)flS - J?-, l4) .
XJL \-J i . i  (J ^  r j0=1 0
It^   ̂ ^n-1 mS e ĉs and S c:N(x_,n) - ( U-, U, I .) , which is open andH il O ill — J- (J -w- çj
hounded, so hy theorem 3-2, there exist disjoint sets
I?, I?,  , OÎ ^  , each contained in
n
k kn-1 m ^ nx 1N(xQ,n) - , and such that m(S^ -
We emphasize that this is true for each positive integer n.
We next observe the following point set identities 
For each positive integer n.
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(N(x^,n)nS - ju“ l“̂ )c=(N(x^,n)nS -
and in particular ̂  for t a positive integer ̂ t  2  ^ 
(N(x^n)ns - ^y^i“ ))c:(N(xQ,t)ns - (ĵ ŷ
 ̂̂  ̂ V t-1 _ ^t +. ^t ^= (CN(x^,t)ns - (jĵ ŷ  = (^t ~ô=i^p'
Therefore, k le
m((N(x^,n)nS - ( J ^  jû^l^))) < m(8^ ^  .
But since t is an arbitrary positive ̂ nteger greater than 
or equal to n, m( (R(x^ ,n)nS - (j^3_ j) ) ) = 0. We note
that this last relationship holds for each positive 
integer n.
00
Row, we observe S = Sn(^U^R(x^,n))
8 - = snecĵ  ŷ“ip
k
ny^(N(x^,n)ns -
OD . .00 m
le
Therefore m(S - (Ju^ ” (mWl
< m(N(x„,n)nS - (J^ = 0.
It remains to show that I^ D = 0 if m & nJ ^
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and j 4= i . Suppose m 4= n and m < n. Suppose xel^. 
Then, from the w ay in which 19̂ was chosen,
n-1 ^mxsN(x^,n) -  ̂ so xtlj for any j = 1,2,----,k^,
and for any m < n. Conversely, if xel“ , thenJ
xèN(x^,n) - (“uĵ  and since l“=N(x^,n) -
i = 1,2,---, , xtl?. Also if m = n and j 4= i , then
n I? = d). Thus we have a sequence of disjoint sets,
call it "Tl } , such that I s  M  and m(S -^U-,1 ) = 0.-ti n 11 — J- n
The remark is made at this time that if G is an
open subset of R, then Gs of . This is because R is
separable, R has an enumerable dense subset A, and hence
an enumerable open base formed by taking all open spherical
neighborhoods of positive rational radii of all points asA,
Thus G may be written as an enumerable union of open
spherical neighborhoods, each of which is a measurable
set. Therefore G is measurable, as an enumerable union
of measurable sets.
Theorem $-4. If R is a separable dense-in-itself
metric space and S is a measurable subset of R, and k is
any real number, then the set of points at which the lower
metric density of R is less than k is measurable.
Proof: We may suppose 0 < k < 1. Consider the
set G ^  of points of R which are contained in open
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neighborhoods of radius less than in which the relative 
measure of S is less than k - where m and n are positive 
integers. is an open set for all m and n, and hence
measurable,
We want to show the set of points at which the
00 00lower metric density of S is less than k is U-, fl-,Gm=i n=l nm
00 00Suppose xe U-, G . Then there exists m such that m=± n=± rim
x e G ^ ,  n = 1,2,--- , and there exists 6 > O, p eE, such
1 m( SnH(p ,6 )) ,
that xeN(p^,6„), 0 < 6^ < -  and ^(H(p ,& )) < ^ - g.
For each n, 1 q(x,i) < k - i.
n ’ n'
n' — ■ m*
Also Lq (x ) = l.u.b. 1q (x ,&) = ,lim IqCx,^) < k - ^  < k Ü 6>0 ^ A  _> 0 ^ u —  m
00 00Therefore Lg(x) < k for all xe^U^ nÛl^nm*
On the other hand, suppose Lg(x) < k. Then
1there exists m such that Lg(x) < k - —  .
Lg(x) = l.u.b. lg(x,6), so l g ( x < k — ^  for all n. 
0>0
But ig(x,^) = ^ " è •
xeN(p,6)
0<C6<C—
Thus for each n there exists an open spherical neighborhood
N(Pjj,B^) such that p^sE, xsH(p^,6^) , 0 < 6^ < and
m(SnK(p„,5,^)) ,
mCM(Pn^6^) j < k - i  . Therefore x c G ^  for each n,
00 00 00and hence xe^ri-,G^^ and xe U. H.G Thusn=l nm m=l n=l nm
00 00 f- ,  ̂ 00 CD
mül nOl®nin = l^l^eE, Lg(x) < k} . But nÛl'^nm
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measurable as an enumerable union of enumerable intersections 
of open sets, so £x|xeR, Lg(x) < k} e .
Theorem 3-5* (Lebesgue density theorem).
Suppose R is separable and dense-in-itself and S is a 
measurable subset of R. Suppose that for every e>0 there 
exists an open set G, such that ScG and m(G-S) < e. Let 
^  be a Vitali covering of 8, and suppose there is a 
positive real number t such that if xeR, A > 0, then 
m(N(x,A )) ^  tm(N(x, ) . Then the metric density of S 
exists and is equal to one at every point of S except for 
a set of measure zero.
Proof: The proof is by contradiction. Suppose
the theorem is not true, i.e., suppose there is a measur­
able set ScR, and suppose for every e>0 there exists an 
open set G such that m(G-S) < e, and the set of points of 
S at which the lower metric density is less than one has 
positive measure.
Let T = {xlxeS, Lg(x) < l} . By theorem 3-4,
Te since T = Sfl {xlxeR,Lg(x) < l] e ̂  . By assumption,
m(T) > 0. Define T = {xlxeS, Lg(x) < 1 - . For some
n, m(T^) = k > 0, since T^cT, ^]^T^ = T, = m(T) ,
and 0 < m( T ) < ^.mCT ). We will show that n=i n —  n=l n
m(T^) = k > 0 for an integer n leads to a contradiction.
Let G be an open set containing S such that 
m(G-S) < ^  . Suppose xeT^. Lg(x) < 1 - for xeT^, so
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lg(x,ô) < 1 - ^  for every 6>0 and in particular for 
those 6's of the form m a positive integer. For each 
m, there exists a closed spherical neighborhood Q_ such
T m(8nO ) T
that ^ m  ̂ ^  ̂~ n'
For every xsT^ we get such a sequence , m = 1,2,--- ,
such that Q^<=G, and < 1 - i, m = 1,2,--- ,
and lim rad(Q ) = 0 .  Let 
m -> OD ^
^ = fem^lxeT^, m = 1,2,---}.
^  covers in the Vitali sense, i.e., ^  is a set of closed 
apherical neighborhoods, and for every xsT^ and every £>0, 
there exists such that xeQ, and rad(Q) < e.
By the Vitali theorem, is covered except for 
a set of measure0 by a countable number of disjoint closed
tn 00spherical neighborhoods , ?2 ,  in o<. Let H =^U^P^.
Then H<=G, since , m =1,2, . Also, m(H) > k since H
covers all of T except for a set of measure 0, Now
m(snp^) -, ^  m((g8nP ) 1
' ^ ^ " n ’ mCt^J > ~  and
m(€snp^) > i  m(P^) . Therefore m(gSnH) = m(^U^(^SnPj^))
= Jim(esnp^) >J^ i  m(P^) = i
i  m(H) > ~  . But, G=H, so
Z1 ”  I I
kÇSnG=3 I^snn and m( ÇSHG) > m( jgSflH) > ^  ,
i.e., m(G-S) > ^  , a contradiction. Therefore the theorem 
must be true.
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In the statement of the theorem we assumed the
existence of an open set G=S such that m(G-S) < e for
any e>0. We note that if S is open, the theorem is
trivially true, since in this case the metric desnity of
S is 1 at every point of S. If S is closed and x^eR,
define = SnQ(x^,n) for each positive integer n.
is closed and bounded. Suppose e>0. For each n there
exists G , G open, such that S cG and m(G - S ) < —  . n ’ n - ^ ’ n n  n n00 ^Let G ^ is open and ScG. Also
m(G-S) =
CD . . OD E< S.m(G - S ) <2-,— - = £. Thus again we can find anxi=x II XX 2
open set G , such that ScG, and m(G-S) < e.
With the aid of the Lebesgue density theorem we 
may establish the remark made in section IV of chapter II 
concerning approximate continuity.
Theorem 3-6. Suppose the conditions of the 
Lebesgue density theorem are satisfied. Let f(x) be a 
measurable function on S. Then f(x) is approximately 
continuous at almost all points of S.
Proof: Let P be the set of points of S at
which f is not approximately continuous- For every 
x^eP, there are rationals r^ and T2  such that 
r^ < f(x^) < rg and fxIxeS, r^ < f(x) < rgj è K(x^). 
Define = [xlxeS, < f(x) < and
X is not a point of density of P 
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Define
^r^rg ^ ̂  ^r^rg e ^  "by theorem $-4. By the
Lebesgue density theorem, m(C ) = 0. Consider
^1^2
^^1^2 * the countable union of sets of
^ l ’̂ 2 rational 
measure 0, m( ^ = 0 .  If x^eP, then there
^ 1 ’̂ 2rational 
exists r^,rg rational, such that r^ < f(x^) < rg and
Pr^rg t ®° ^o^^r^rg
^ l ’̂ 2 rational
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